A lunch-hour well spent. Engage in thought-provoking discussions with colleagues this fall. Each lunch will highlight a different topic from the Sciences or Social Sciences and Humanities. Learn more online: ctl.yale.edu/TLlunches

Hosted by Dr. Jonathan Reuning-Scherer
Title: “To Flip, Or Not To Flip: Running simultaneous flipped and traditional classrooms in Introduction to Statistics”

Hosted by Dr. Kathryn Lofton
Title: “Teaching in the Time of Course Evaluations and the Consumer Culture of Education”

Hosted by Dr. Sophie Rosenfeld
Title: “Asking Questions in Lectures and Discussion-Based Seminars”

Hosted by Dr. Michael Koelle
Title: “How to Run an Effective Large-Enrollment Lecture Course”

Hosted by Dr. Michael Faison
Title: “Immersive, Interactive Exercises for Teaching Science (Not Just Astronomy!) in a Digital Dome Theater”

Hosted by Dr. Jing Tsu
Title: “Area Studies vs. Method: Teaching China”

Hosted by Dr. Sophia Rosenfeld
Title: “Asking Questions in Lectures and Discussion-Based Seminars”

Hosted by Dr. Jessi Cisewski
Title: “Eliciting Student Participation in Traditionally Non-Interactive Lectures”
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